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Loyal Valley, Mason Co. Tex.

July 12, 1878

Dear DoctorJ

Today I am sending you by mail the flower stalk of a Hespero - aloe

Yuccaefolia Engelm, on which the leaves unfortunately are somewhat deformed,

because it was transplanted many times. I am also enclosing a photograph of the

plant, rule photographed with it, - so that you can judge the length. The blooms

become much larger when not grown in a pot, and in their natural location they

are all somewhat larger than those sent up to now.

Since many years no one could find the plant in Texas. Only in 1877

a party of mine-prospectors accidently found, high up on the western dry arm

of the Nueces, instead of the sought after ore, in a Clearing in the cedarbrake,

a great number of them, all in most beautiful bloom, later on also individual

ones among the cedars, Where one can reach the -place only on horseback, and in

almost 80 miles round no water can be found excent in water holes, then only

very few Single specimens could be hrought along.

I hope however to be able to send you a rooted specimen in autumn or

winter, and will take advantage of the opportunity to send you the various forms

of Yucca with roots which grow up here, in a box via R.R. to St, Louis,

Should you have a special print of your latest treatise about the Aloe^s

Agave

s

and Yuccas I would be very pleased to receive one, so that when collecting

one can focus his attention especially on the new occurring forms.

Respectfully, your devoted

John 0. Meusebach
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Loyal Valley, Mason Co. Texas

Sept. 1k, 1879

Respected Dr. Engelmann,

In answer to your esteemed letter of July 21 I sent to you per reg.

package No. l*f on July 31st 1 box with ripe fruit and seed of the treelike

growing Yucca Pocealliana with trunk circumference of 2k - 32 inches and

10 - 15 feet high, which I have here; however from the post office in Houston

I received the enclosed notice, according to which in spite of good packing,

probably because of the great heat, they were spoiled and had to be thrown away.

This is the large Yucca whose fruit is gathered by the Lipan and Comanche Indians,

after removal of the bark and somewhat bitter tasting seeds, mashed in wooden

mortar and formed into cakes which look like chewing-1obac co plugs and taste like

preserved pears. Major Neifrhbors, formerly Indian Agent for the State of ^exas

for the Lipan Indians and later U.S. Indian as-ent for the Indians in Texas, told

me that he has often eaten these cakes and found them of ftood taste. After reeeint

of your letter of July 21st. I made every effort to find the so-called Post oak

Grape. However it does not occur at all in this higher country. On the other band

the Vitis Monticola , or as Lindheimer has called it Vitis Montana , mountain &raPe 1S Vi

plentiful everywhere in the West and in the higher country; in the lower country I

have never found it. Also it does not occur anywhere up here where the granite region

prevails and anyway is found only in lime soil. The grapes are sweet and very often

with tightly closed berries. As a rarity, now and then a white or yellowish sport

occurs, just like Vitis Cabrusa rather seldom also with white or yellowish berries

apparently occurs only as a sport. This year the mountain grapes were quite rare.

Because of the very unusual drouth the grapes either feil off or dried on the vines.

On a journey of 200 miles from here to New Braunfels and back on two different routes,

I did not find one grape which I could send as a sample. Finally I sueeeeded 5 miles

from here in a bottom and in the limestone (chalk) formation, to find a considerable

quantity of beautiful grapes, of which I am sending you a small box p. registered

pack. No. 28, aecording to the receipt, has been delivered to you. But in what

condition is questionable. If they are spoiled, then please let me know how one must

pack them, so that they will arrive in good condition. However assuming that the

grapes in the box were not spoiled, then because this year the grapes and berries

are much smaller than usual, they 'vould not give you a proper picture of the good

mountain grape. On our calcareous ground or stony lime-hills they could never be

better; in fertile bottoms and with sufficient rain the grapes and berries beco^e

larger, closer together, more juicy and sweeter. A ^'ine is made from them which,

if no sugar or water is added, resembles a dark, heavy Burgundy. But in l^ter times
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the people pick the grapes half ripe, add too rauch water and sugar, and thereby

spoil the drink. I am of the definite conviction that if these and other naturally

sweet kinds from Texas were cultivated they would he much hetter suited than the

fox grapes: Agawam
, Salem , Concord, Hartfords Prolific

, B-^rry, Merrimac - and the

Catawba , for wine culture. Other than the Mountain grape which climhs there also

grows in Cibolo and around here another sweet grape which Scheele I helieve in

Linnaea: named it Vitis rupestris. This grows only in bush form, does not climh

and has a blue grape, which is never tightly closed but is very sweet, and does not

have a bitter after-taste in the thin skin. The 3rd sweet variety is the Postoak

grape which I know only from hearsay. Finally there was also discovered up here, in

a creek above the stream Llano, a Single large vine which is said to have large blue

grapes, completely sweet and without a bitter taste in the skin. For 2 years I have

been hunting for these grapes and can never obtain them ripe, in order to test if it

is correct, what the laymen say. Since also this year it was not possible to obtain

grapes, this Winter I will collect cuttings in quantity and will let them take root

with watering. The best would be to send you this winter cuttings of Vitis Monticola ,

Vitis rupestris and of the large grape from the Llano and to induct Mr. Lindheimer

to provide you with Postoak grapes from the lower country.

Vitis Aestivalis also occurs here with sweet quite large berries, but it is

relatively infrequent.

0f Vitis Monticola I will dry between blotting naper and send you a piece of

branch with leaves. I have here a specimen of He^peraloe Yuccaefolia (or near

relative) with 3 seed-capsules attached, which I want to send to you toecether with

and plant. Should I send them as they are now or let the seed car>sules first

dry on the stem? I had flowers and seed capsules on them at the same time. mhe

Hesperaloe seems to sprout flower stems not until the 3rd year and it anyway frro^s

very slowly. The seed-capsules are still rreen* Is it better to ^tsv the plant with

roots only in stiff t>aper, or can one send them hy mail in a closed metal hox, without

danger of them getting mouldy?

Scheele' s 3ophora speciosa which you mentioned in Mis. Sophora semrervlnens ,

was described by Berlandier long before Scheele, as Calia erythror-erm^ must there for

be called. Sophora crythrosperma » Berliandier in Memorias de la Commission de Cimites

par. I Historia Natural. Botanica par L. Berlandier Matamoros de Tamaalipes I832.
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Of the 3 different kinds of Yucca which occur here, and of which T consider

the tree-shaped one according to your description as Yucca PocaIiiana ; there are

very different varieties (or perhaps different. species) present. This is true

namely of Yucca angustifolia , which we here, according to Lindheimer, mostly con-

sider to be Yucca filamentosa .

Of Yucca Fortifolia Lindh . now Yucca rupicola indeed different forms occur,

denending on the location and soil, all however belong undoubtedly only to one

species, Of Yucca Pocall-iana , the tree-shaped, there are 2 kinds, one with very

long leaves, the other with very short leaves, the first with very large fruits

6-7 inches long, fleshy, sweet, the second with small 3 inch long fruits which

I saw

Yucca angustifolia or filamentosa occurs in a great number of different forms,

with broad leaves, with very slender leaves, with many downward hanging fibres, and

almost without any such. Lindheimer maintains they always occur only in rotten lime-

stone ground; stem 1-4 feet high. The latter height is very seldom. I find this

or a similar one very fibrous, short-stemmed with pear-shaped entangled fruit also

in the granite region up here, however the leaves are very strikingly small. It

would be best to send a number of the different forms with roots already in Winter,

so that you yourself can examine them. Only the roots of these Yuccas with fibres

on the leaves produce, in the roots pounded with a wood hammer, a good Substitute

for soap, namely for washing of woolen things, to which it leaves a rIoss. It is

sold by the Mexicans under the name Amole. The roots of the larsre tree-shaped

Yucca and Yucca Fortifolia or rupicala are not to be used as soan, also do not

foam with washing.

In your letter of July 21 you ask: if and which domestic grapes are cultivated

here. I have a vineyard of several acres in my nursery in which I mainly grow:

1. Chan

2. Gu. . . dal (which is grown wrongly under the name

Cape of Good Hope)

3. Concord
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}+. Merrimac

5. Barry

6. Hartfords Prolific

7« Agawarn

8. Salem

9. El Paso

In New Braunfels it seems that recently one has discarded all other grapes

and cultivated only Black Spanish and made wine from it. Every year (100,000)

hundreds of thousands of cuttings of the Black Spanish are sent to Erance from

here. The El Paso , which grows the fastest, would be excellent if it would not

be subject to dry rot so often, probably in dry year8.

Respectfully yours,

John # Meusebach
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Loyal Valley, Tex.

January 26, l880

Dear Dr. Engelmann]

Your two letters of Oct. 22 and Jan, 15 still lay betöre me for answering,

It is my intention first to still make several shipments anickly after e^ch

other, of such plants which perhaps would be of interest to you, and only then

give notes of all of my amateur notes. Ho^ever the shipments are ^oinp: piece-

meal (incomplete and in inferior specimens) because I am always delayed through

other accumulated business matters, in making a complete shipment, and have to

rely mostly on stränge people.

At the same time with the Vitis monticola , whose rooted vine did not appear

to me to have enough roots and whose cuttings appeared hard and dry, notwith-

standing that they were cut from the main stem just before shipment, — I sent

cuttings of the only wild grape which grows above the Llano and is alleged to

have perfectly sweet, fine-tasting, dark blue large-berried fruit, For 3 years

I have unsuccessfully tried to obtain ripe fruit of it, because I do not trust

the layman's reports about the sweetness, thin skin and lack of astringent taste

of the skin. Now if the cuttings grow, we can hopefully find out from you what

it is. Yesterday I sent a small package to you with El Paso (a small 2 year old

rooted vine and cuttings), in order that you may convince yourself if it can be

grown to Vitis vinifera or not. Accordins- to the opinion here the El Paso and

Parras Rubia grapes were originally imported from Spain and since more than

100 years have been naturalized here. There are red and white El Pasos . Those

that I have raised for years (red) grew as cuttings here which were sent by mail

direct from El Paso and bear a grape which has no wild, in the skin astringent

foxy taste or smell, but tastes like a fine European table e-rape. The berries

however are of medium size, loosely placed, gr^pe shouldered?, sometimes 1 foot

long. Yes and with El Paso they should be Phyl lorera-free and not subject to

dry rot. Here in some localities or in very dry years they sometimes suffer

from dry rot. Of all varieties of grapes which are gro-*n here the El P^>so

grows fastest and forms quite a thick stem even in ? years, and in one year

sprouts shoots 20 feet long. In New Mexico and also on the Mexican border

the grapes are grown mostly without po 1 es or trellises. A vineyard there for

looks like a fruit orchard, in that the plants form strait stems 2 1/2 to

3 1/2 feet high and 2-4 inches thick, which each year are cut back to the

same height, and then again form a complete bush or crown of new shoots,

under which the grapes hang wreath-like and
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Regarding the surmised origin of the Black Spanish grape I know nothing

more detailed. The name has become more familiär since here in New Braunfels

the growing of grapes is being carried on more and the grapes are very much

sought for because of the enormous purchases of cuttings and rooted vines for

France. In New Braunfels it is asserted that this grape thrives best in the

heavy soil there and that every year brings abundant and assured harvests,

wherefor it is grown almost exclusively in the vineyards. In Friedrichsberg

in lighter, black, sandy soil, it is often subject to dry-rot (of course

only after experience in dry years). A^parently it is not attacked by

Phylloxera. Because the berries are small I have until now not srown the

Black Spanish up here in my vineyard, however I have now had some rootstocks

sent to me from New Braunfels, of which I will send you one with the next

package. In the package with El Paso von will bopefully have found a small

plant of wild plum with roots, still fresh for planting, which I designated

as "Wild Peach" on the outside label. Perhaps this v^riety of Prunus , which

up to now has occured only up here in the granite region, is not yet known

to you, because as I believe, Lindheimer did not collect. The Americans

call it "Wild Peach" because on the skin it is thickly covered with fuzz.

The fruit is small, becomes- yellow when it is ripe, sweet, smells and

tastes very aromatic, and perhaps, through cultivation will become larger and

better. Size like a yellow plum, but I am told that individual plants have

been found on which the fruit was as large as a greengage. This variety of

plum grows only in bush form, mostly 1-11/2 feet high, rarely 2 - K feet.

Together with the El Paso grapes I sent you a small box with cactus

and with now dried fruits of Yucca canaliculata (from specimens growing at

at my place of 10 - 11 feet height and 2h - 33 inch trunk circumference)

.

The supposedly well-known to you 3 cactus: Cereus. I^aemeri ? with five

colored flower and the 2 other light and dark violet flowers, were only

sent along to fill in. Only the one cactus with. long root, sharp whitish

yellowish thorns and green flower, which I have found only up here in the

granite region and which in k - 5 foot high bushes, is said to grow only on

Brady creek and higher up 100 miles N.W. from here, but down here grows only

to a height of 2 - 3 feet, — is perhans not yet known to you. Änyway will

you please let me know the names of all k cacti and to teil me if you wish
to have good specimens of thera with roots.
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Regarding Yucca, I repeat that up here T have Yucca cuntlieul&frl 10 - 11

feet high with 22 - 33 inch stem circuraference, which have leaves of over

a yard length (3-3 1/2 feet). I got them from Squaw creek about 10 miles

west of here* On my farm Comanchespring at the head of Salado creek (Bexar

Co.) I have 8-10 foot high Yuccas, with 22 - 2^ inch stem circumference,

whose leaves at the most are 1 1/2 feet long or shorter, and the fruit s are

smaller than those up here, also not as fleshy. To determine if they are

two different varieties, I am far too little of a botanist. The leaves have

the same stiff tips and probably also the same grooved form.

Regarding the "stem" of Yucca angustifolia I do not mean the flower stalk,

but the stem under the leaf-crown. My brother-in-law maintains, he has just

recently found such a Yucca with stem of h - 5 feet height and even more, on

the Devils river and James river (tributaries of Llano river), and wants to

bring it in. I myself have seen stems of 1 - h feet, but am in doubt if all

of these Yucca forms, with the narrow leaves and many or few downward hanging

fibres, belong to one and the same kind of Y, angustifolia . They all yield

Amole. But its roots go so deep and most often in such hard, stony ground,

that on a quick trip through on horseback or in a buggy, one usua^ly does not

have a pick-axe or other tool along to dig it out, and workers who are sent

out usually chop off the root in Order to shorten the work. On Y t tortifolia

I have never observed even a small stem* This and Y. canaliculata yield no

Amole. The roots of both can be pounded a^ much as you will, they yield no

foam and cannot be used as soap-substitute. On the Texas side on the Rio Grande

and in the vicinity of El Paso, Amole is trotten also from varieties of Agave

and sold as soap.

In answer to you question : In our vicinity up here no Agave grows wild.

On the other hand, several plants were brought to me shortly from Nueces,

which I would like to consider as Agaves, even though it is a completely

different form from A. americana andM. mexicana . A t amerncana also grows

wild on the Nueces. The new plants suffered somewhat because, as it appears

that from Nueces to here they were transported on an open horse-wagon, without

any covering of moist moss or earth. They have serrated leaves but the teeth

are small and come off when the leaves become wilted or dry. I am trying now

to refresh them through watering and, as soon as they are in good condition I

will send you one or several specimens.



What is the Situation with Bla ck Jack and several other v^rieties of

oak trees, which bloom in one year and the fruit does not develop unti! the

following year, from the preceding year's bloom. This fact often becomes the

subject of astonishment and argument among the non-botanists; and in the few

botanical works that are available here, we could find nothing about this

atriking phenomenon?

My branches with leaves of Vitis monticola unfortunately have crumbled

to pieces because it was too dry and hot. How does one preserve and ship

them best?

Other than the usual blue of Vitis monticola , not very seldom there also

occur white or green varieties, as also there are a light or white variety of

Mustang grape and also a white variety of the common wild blackberry. The

true Vitis aectivalis I have found a few times in individual specimens in the

vicinity of my farm Comanchespring on the head of the Salado creek, Bexar Co.,

with large, beautiful, thin-skinned, sweet berries, which have either golden-

yellow with red cheeks or light reddish not densely compact grapes. The

berries were larger than most V. aec tivalis large stemmed American grapes.

I marked the red one with bright clotbs but could not find it again in winter.

In general Vitis Aectivalis is not at all imcommon in Texas. T am of the oninion

that many of the European grapes could be grown in Texas, n^mely the large

Malaga grape, the from Tyrol *nd many others and especially those

grafted on native wild ones, whose roots "ntbstand the Phylloxera. At least the

attempt should be made because Texas is a wine country co^me il faut, nrovided

that one has water available. Also the California grapes, namely the well-kno^n

Mission grape, also the Parras grape, which no doubt is somewhat different from

tne "El Paso , should do well here. Should it not be possible to obtain the

California grapes from the Patent Office?

On the Concho, on the Dover and Good Spring Creek (tributaries of Concho

river) a black currant grows in large masses, which is said to taste exactly

like the black English currant. Is this known to you? Those which I had

planted both died during the drouth last year. However I will shortly again

receive fresh specimens from the Concho. Should I send you some of them?

Since the domestic (tarne) currants do not thrive in Texas because of the

heat and dryness, I will grow this wild black currant and, instead of the red

one, one can use the fruits of Berberis trifoliolata , which is native here and

produces copiously. In this letter I am sending you some seed of the ornamental

shrub "Mimosa Mexicana" , which is mentioned in the local catalogues. It must be

described in Emory's Boundary Survey and probably has a different botanical name.
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The sulphur - yellow in growing flower has long scarlet-red filaments.

The shrub endures the dryness just as well as "chilopsis linearis" the "blooming

willow" with lilac-colored flowers, both wild on the Rio Grande and grown here

in the garden, The name "Chilopsis linearis" was #iven to me by Lindheimer; I

surmise the plant is also described in Ernory's B # Surv. and it has acquired the

name "blooming willow" unlawfully by the German gardeners.

My Communications are somewhat wildly confused, However since I am only

an amateur and collector and not a scientific botanist, it may perhaps help to

gather together all sorts of remarks, which the botanist can view, orgsnize and

work out scientifically f even though there is much in them not useful and long

since well known. And now, after our old friend and here the only scientific

collector botanist Lindheimer regretfully has died, I also encourage other

people to collect newer and less known plants, but of course these people unlike

Lindheimer, who collected because of love for science, but go out only in the

hope of earthly gain. And so the same Krauskopf, from whom you probably received

a circular about the ' Hesper Aloe , again was on the upper Nuesces and this time

brought along a whole wagon füll of Hesperaloe and many other plant s. I wrote

the printed circular for him and sent it to all botanical gardens of the world

in order to make known your treatise in the appendix to Watson's Flora of Utah

and Nevada page ^97» and the scattered essays in other books about Hesperaloe ,

N ow that he has come down from his excessive price of 10 per plant, he has,

as he says received Orders for about 3,000 plants and obtained 1500 on one trip.

So they cannot be very scarce on the Nüecesl

Please call my attention repeatedly to plant-forms which grow here or

should occur here, and of which you would like to know more or would like to

have specimens. Of course my memory, because of age, is somewhat short and my

time limited through "the struggle for existence". Nevertheless, from it so

much must be put aside so that, if only in the smallest measure, something can

be done for science.

I must finally close otherwise, 1 will evtend this writing beyond bearing

and take up too much of your valuable time.

Respectfully,

John 0„ Meusebach
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Loyal Valley , Mason Co. Texas

January 30, 1880

Dear Dr. Engelmann]

In my last letter I did not express myself clearly regarding the various

kinds of oaks. The blackjacks, shinoak and white-oak (I believe under the last

name the experts mean Spanish oak) in the year in which the flowers are set on,

a very small fruit develops which appears only as s small button f and only in the

following year the acorn grows to its regulär size, ripens and falls off. Therefor£

when for 2 years in succession the late frost has not destroyed the acorn - flower,

then - if also Liveoak, Postoak and other oaks (which in one year ripen the complete

fruit from the flower), - through late frost lose their flowers, - nevert^eless the

blackjacks, shinoaks and white or Spanish oaks carry enough mast for the pigs, -

because the young acorns from the preceding year are not affected by the frost.

Is this fact known to the botanists and are all varieties of oaks mentioned

in botanical works, which require 2 years for the ripening of their fruit? -

then the question should be asked, the answer to which is of particular interest

to the stock-farmers up here.

Düring the next few days I will have some of the high-stemmed specimens of

Yucca angustifolia carefully dug out in the wilderness and brought in. It is

alleged that there are specimens with 3-5 hisrh stems, of which, if you are

interested, I will pack one with good roots in a specially prepared box and send

it to Austin, from where it can be sent to you in St. Louis by railroad, - provided

that you think it is worth the cost of the freight from Austin to St. Louis. To

Austin I will deliver it prepaid. This yucca is said to stand a temperature of

10° R.
,
there for it should also do well in St. Louis. A small-leaved Yucca, with

sawlike serrated leaves (leaf in this letter), which I have often seen on the

right shore of the Mississippi below New Orleans as a border for the fields, I

have forced upward by cutting off the old and new leaves up to close under the

. . . . corolla, to a stem of k - 5 feet and with the corolla 7-8 feet.
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Should not also only favorable conditions have eaused the forming of the stem of

Y « angustifolia ? It is to be found everywhere in Texas but only up here with such

high stems.

I have not yet received the black currants from the Concho. As soon as they

arrive I will send you some, as well as rooted vines of Black Spanish.

Tomorrow I will send you by mail a small plant, which should have a very

beautiful red flower. Have just received it fresh from the upper Nueces, but no

one here nor in Austin knows if it is already known. Please trive me the name if

it is described.

Respectfully,

John # Meusebach
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Loyal Valley, Ma~on Co, , Texas

Feh. 10, 1880

Dear DoctorJ

In answering your esteemed letter of Feb. 3 I wish first of all to thank you

very much for sending the seed of Catalpa apejd&sa. I have grown only Gatalpa

Kempferl- and C. Syringifolia , both grow very poorly and slow, probably because of

the dryness. Y esterday I sent you a small package with 2 plants of

Vitis monticola , which I have just received with fresh, beautiful roots, and which

hopefully will grow better for you than the older woody stalk with few roots, which

was sent earlier. Today I sent to you a small paper box with Cactus and Ribes aurea

or nov.sp. with roots, Hopefully they will arrive in good condition.

In your earlier letter of July 2*f, l8?8 you call attention to Opuntia Davisii .

This Cylinderopuntia

,

most feared by animals and people because of its thorns,

grows here in the granite reßrion in larere masses, blooms greenish yellow about

in May and, in the upper land are said to make high shrubs, just like 0, arborescens

- here only 3-3 1/2 feet high, I have enclosed a. specimen with roots and fruit

of it, all of which however (even though I have tried many hundreds of them) appear

to be sterile. When they bloom I will send dried flowers. An old Mexican told me

that however they have seeds in wet years. Perhaps this is the reason that, after

the last unusually dry year, not a Single seed was to be found in the fruit. More-

over I observed that with 0. arborescens , 0. Davisii and 0. Wrightii (if the thinner

form of cactus limbs (internodes) which I sent to you previously, which are said to

belong to 0. Wrightii , which I doubt) - the fruits, not as with other cactus varieties

differ considerably in color and form from the leaf or stem internodes, but first

appeared as a green leaf or stalk-end, then gradually become wiltet or yellowish

or dry and fall off. Since the fruit does not appear conspicuously, then often the

collectors overlook it. On my 0. arborescens and 0. Wrightii , which were completely

covered with flowers, I could not find a Single fruit with seed. In box 2 I also

placed 2 very small specimens of what is called 0. Wrightii with roots. In Cactacga

Mex. B.S. p. 58 you say:

M arborescens flore purpureo magno"
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f,The beautiful purple flowers are 2 1/2 - 3 inches in diameterV That is correct

also for my specimens; but with 0. Wrightii you say "flowers abt. 1 or 1 l/k inches

diarn." and the Opuntia of which I sent the thinner stem nodes and now the very small

root-stems, just as 0. arborescens has flowers of 2 1/2 - 3 inches diameter, which

are only somewhat less dark violet than those of 0. arborescens ; one could call them

lilac of pale lilac. I will in tirae send you dried flowers of both.O. arborescens

endures the winters here very well, 0. Wrightii , or whatever it is, often suffers

through frost.

Of # frutescens now 0. Leptocaulis , to which you also call attention in your

letter of July 2 ;4, l8?8 and of Feb. 3, 1880. I also placed in the cardboard box

for you today 2 varieties with good roots; var. bocoispina and var, longispi na ,

which all strikingly occur here in masses alongside of each other. Flower sulphur-

yellow, füll, This cylinder opuntia has a striking fruit in color and form, just

like most of the other cactus here. I enclosed a number of branches dense with

fruit. It strikes me however that all fruits are only on the var. longispina .

Moreover I surmise that a number of varieties exist, bec^use in riding by higher

up I saw such pipe-stem cactus with much larger, thicker and broader fruits, which

also were colored more yellow, or at most yellow-red than bright red.

In my last letter I enclosed some seeds of the Mimosa Mexicana , socalled in

Dr. Lipscombs Nursery Gatalogue. These seeds are in pods, which burst open noisily

as soon as they are ripe. They say that it supposedly is Poinciana palcherrima

from India. It is however an indigenous Texas and Mexican plant, which occurs all

over on the Rio Grande, and could not possibly have escaped the attention of the

botanists in Emory's B.S. It must be described in Torrey's botany of Mex. B.S. 1859.

Unfortunately I could never obtain the latest work.

Here I have Ghileopsis linearis in tree form from 12 - 16 feet high, up to 1^ - 16

inches stem-circumference - Tecoma stans, the ^old-yello^ blooming shrub from New

Mexico, Mexico and Texas, is also grown here as a i^corative r>lant, however it often

freezes in Winter and comes up again every year rrom the roots. The last time I
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erroneously wrote that Yucca angustifolia can survive 16 degrees below zero Reaumier

here. It should have been 10 degrees below zero Fahrenheit. So far we have not had

it colder than that.

In the card-board box you will also find a specimen of the wild black currant

from Concho, with good roots. T hope that this will grow at your place so that you

can convince yourself if it is the well-known decorative shrub Pibesaurea or not.

On the upper Concho and tributaries (Good Spring Creek, Dovecreek, etc.) this plant

Covers whole acres to the exclusion of all other Vegetation. The berries mostly

hang singly, not in grape form and are said to have the familiär spicy taste of the

tarne black English currant.

On a trip to San Cibolo (between New Braunfels and San Antonio) Lindheimer has

already years ago called my attention to Prunus minutiflora . However I cannot

remember if he spoke of the edibility of the fruits. The plum which grows here

blooms unusually early, but does not freeze, and is almost always covered with fruit,

which actually tastes sweet aromatic and pleasant. I hope that your small plant will

grow, - if not I will later on send you some of the here implanted (grafted) wild ones,

when they have sprouted new roots. Recently I obtained a bush, 3-3 1/2 feet high,

which still appeared stunted as if it could not carry a crown.

Unfortunately I forgot to enclose leaves of the Agave , which I recently received

from N ueces, temporarily until I can send the plant 'itself, which is to be brought

back into life. According to the description in your "Notes on Agave" I must assume

that it really is A. heteracantha , the Lechuguilla of the Mexicans, notwithstanding

I cannot find a thick rootstock on it. pg. 19 Notes on Agave "Trunk k to 6 inches

high", but perhaps my specimens are still too young.

Tomorrow I will send some Agave leaves by mail and at the same time some pods of

a yellow blooming half evergreen which is not often seen in gardens

here and does not grow wild in Texas. Perhaps it is familiär to you. If there is a
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heavy frost it sometimes loses its leaves, in an average Winter it always remains

green. Please call my attention to any wild Texas plants from this region, which

you may still wish to have. These must be shipped soon because by the end of this

month it will already get too warm to send living specimens by mail or in any other

way.

Respectfully your faitbful,

John 0. Meusebach
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Loyal Valley, Feh. 22, 1880

Dear Dr. Engelmann,

I received your excellent treatise regarding the oaks in the United States,

shortly after my last letter was sent, and thank you very much for it. According

to this it is therefor a well-known fact that with all black oaks the fruit does

not ripen until the second year, regarding which we could not find anything in

the, frankly deplorable, literary works which are available here. The Opuntia

Wrightii , or what is designated as such, is definitely no delicate form of

2> arborescens . I have both with stems of over 5 foot hei^ht and 3 - h incb stem

circumference (measured) and as they stand next to each other the habit is completely

different. The 0. arborescens Stretches its stem internodes, which arpe*r somewhat

club-shaped, (on the ends thicker than at the starting point) raostly upward, the

other lets them partly hang downward, partly standing upright, like the lights on

a Christmas tree; but the stem internodes are always much thinner than on 0.

arborescens, perhaps half as thick, and not club-shaped but somewhat sheared in

above and below, in the center somewhat thicker. The flowers of both are pretty

much the same in size but somewhat different in color. It would be possible that

through an oversight I sent along a young 0. arborescens which, as you wrote,

made you perplexed. I had to look for very small specimens which would fit into

the box and perhaps there I made a mistake. Opuntia leptocaulis blooms very

beautifully and füll, but always during the day, as I can observe every moment.

I did not notice if the flowers close in the evening, however I will now be

observant of it.

My son, who recently travelled from Ft. Clark to Ft. Davis with the Fngineers

of the Pierce Railroad and the California Pacific R. R # , on the Devils River saw

thousands of the Hesperaloe Yuccaefolia ; so it seems that it is not at all rarej

I enclose a short article which I wrote about the Dasylirion . which grows

here abundantly; I believe I made a blunder in that I considered it a Liliaceae

instead of a Bromeliaceae . I think Lindheimer had even told me that it belonged

to the Bromeliaceae?
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The Mexicans who live on the Helotes (tributary of Leon Creek) in Bexar Oo.

,

distil a very good brandy from it. Also at and in Parras (Mexico) much brandy is

said to be made from it, so I am told by a Mexican youth who had been stolen by the

Comanches at Parras and whom I bought free from the Indians. Since the Internal

Revenue has learned about distilling brandy, the distilling from Bear grass has

been abandoned here in Texas.

What bearing (influence) does wetness or dryness have on dry-rot, which occurs

so often on grapes? Or is there no connection in this occurence, or is the dry-rot

dependent on the nature of the grapes or the climatic or other conditions? Up here

the El Paso grape in dry years often is a total loss because of dry-rot, whereas it

thrives excellently in cert^in locations in the heavy soil of New Braunfels, and

at El Paso in sandy soil, where it is grown only with Irrigation and never suffers

from dry-rot. It seems there for that it suffers from dry-rot when it grows in a

dry area. The Black Spanish grows excellently at New Braunfels also without

watering; at Friedrichsburg in much lighter black, sandy ground, it often suffers

from dry-rot.

With great interest I have read your treatise about grape vines in Bush's

Catalogue (Bushberg Jefferson Co. Mo.), but could find nothing in it about dry-rot

and its causes, nor remedies against it.

If the cause of dry-rot is to be found only in dryness then, by means of

regulär watering of the El Paso grapes, one could here accomplish the same certain

harvests as at El Paso, Parras, etc.

As usual I will be looking for fruits of 0. Davisii , if after all there are

not individual ones to be found with seeds.

Respectfully, Your faithful

John # Meusebach
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Loyal Valley, December 20, 1882

Dear Dr. EngeIniann I

I am answering your letter of Dec. 2 only today because since Sept. 26 I have

been bed-ridden with a broken or sprained left foot.

Today I sent you several dried flowers of Opuntia Davisii, as T surmise, and

of the shrub which here is called Mimosa Mexi.cana, and which you surmised is

Poinsettia pulcherrima. I do not fchink it is the latter plant; our shrub grows

wild on the Rio Grande, with sulphur-yellow flowers with points and crimson

colored but rauch shorter filarnents than the Poinsettia. I believe that this year

one could finally find seeds of Opuntia Davisii , because there has been plenty of

rain, and regret even more that I cannot go around collecting, however I will try

to get seeds through other people.

As far as grape vines are concerned it is correct that in the vicinity of

Friedericksburg (probably everywhere in the meadow limestone formation, nowhere in

the granite region) the white variety of Vitis monticola , which always sends forth

tendrils, and likewise V. rupestris (....) which does not but grows only in bush

form, does not at all occur infrequently. I have learned this from people

who make wine from them. In other places the white varieties are more infrequent.

Up here in the granite region for instance, the white variety of Vitis candicans

is abimdant, but grows very seldom in the lo^er land in the chalk region. Another

conspicuous fact for me is that the white varieties very often have lar^er berries

than the usual red ones of the same kind. However I am definitely convinced that

there are no special kinds of wild wine-grapes in Texas that deserve beine- described

as Vitis Berlandieri. I had requested one of the people who each year makes wine

at Friedericksburg to mark white grape vines of both varieties and dig them up with

roots in autumn. When the nromise is kept I will send you some of both. At any

rate I will not let this matter get out of my mind. Furthermore this autumn it

has again become clear to me how uncertain the statements of the laymen are, since

I finally received fruits of the large-berried, reportedly entirely new dark black
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wild wine-grape, of which I had previously sent you cuttings, and you yourself

planted. I was firmly assured that the fruits are very excellently sweet, free

of foxy smell and taste, and taste exactly like rare wine-grapes« All of this is

untrue - the fruits are much sroaller than the Mustang V. candicans , entirely black

and very sweet, but the skin just as astringent, foxy etc. as the Mustangs. As soon

as I have seed of the Opuntia and canes of the white Monticola I will write again.

Hespectfully, your faithful,

John 0. Mensebach
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Loyal Valley, Jan. 5, I883

Dear DoctorJ

Thank you for your letter of Dec. 25. Since my last letter T have finally

received the white Vitis monticola with good roots, frora the vicinity of Friedericks-

burg, through a fairly reliable observer, and have planted them. I sent you by mail

2 specimens with roots and a pair of cuttings. I hope you have received them. Since

the white varieties are observed quite often in the vicinity of Friedericksburg,

(probably only because a considerable number of the settlers make wine themselves

every year) and since I surmise that also the non-climbing Rupestris grows there

in white variety, I have instructed the collector to also send me some specimens of

these.

Vitis Candicans and several other Vitis varieties with large berries grow

upward all over in the granite region, there for grow just as abundantly in a granite

location as in the lime soil of the chalk formation. Vitis monticola does not occur

in the granite region but only in the lime region. In the lime region the white or

light red variety of candicans is quite rare, however here in the granite region the

white variety is very abundant. ^he peo-pl e w here, above (in the granite

region) make wine mostly only from Vitis candi cans , and from fox pr^pe s. Sugar and

is added. Here the recipe: 80 lb. brown sugar (some use * . . however the brown

kind does it just as well) for 1 barrel of kO gallons, 1 1/2 b^rrels of grapes are

pressed, with or without stems in a trough. Some sugar is sprinkled over the pressed

grapes in order to accellerate fermentation, and some water. As soon as the spent

residue rises, the juice is drawn off into a barrel, the barrel filled with water,

until it all makes the *f0 gallons and the rest of the sugar (from the 80 Ibs. ) is

added. This takes place most often after 3-4 days, reckoned from the pressing.

After 3 - ;4 weeks the thus obtained not fully wine is tapped over

to a different clean barrel, whereby much Sediment remains in the first barrel.

The thus tapped beverage in the new barrel remains just quietly open until it has

fully finished fermenting, and is then drawn into bottles. At Fredericksburg the
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wine is made mostly from the Vitis monticola grapes, to which less sugar but also

water is added. However since there is a genuine rush to get these grapes, they

are often torn off unripe, so that one gets them before the other. Whoever is used to

wine can become quite intoxicated from 1 bottle. Whoever is not used to it, even from

a half bottle. Furthermore, a much better wine could be made from monticola , if the

people would let the grapes ripen fully. I have bought such wine made from fully

ripe monticola and without any sugar, from a man on the Balcones (tributary of the

Cibolo) in the chalk-formation, ivhich was somewhat sweet, dark red almost black, and

really tasted like Burgundy, also was so strong that one glass made one fairly

intoxicated. Of cultivated grapes near Friedericksburg mostly only Black Spanish

and Concord are grown, also some wine is made from them. As I have already men-

tioned to you earlier, the origin of . Black Spanish is unknown. Presumably, like

Fl Paso , it originally came into this country from Spain and probably was p-ro^n

by the monks in the missions. I have already sent vou some cuttings of both , Did

they grow? El Paso certainly is Vitis viasfera. With Black Spanish I am in doubt,

because the root is less delicate, and rather woody, hard and tough, as with the

indigenous grapes. Both have rare grapes without foxy smell and taste, like

European table grapes. Of Black Spanish, every year 1,000,000 cuttings are sent

to France. It is the only reliable cultivated grape which thrives also without

irrigation, and has regulär harvests for Texas. The other grape varieties need

Irrigation in order to produce dependable harvests each year. The Fl Paso often

suffers from dry-rot, perhaps only because not irrigated as at 51 Paso, where it

regularly bears and does not get dry-rot.

You ask if the people at Friedericksburg make wine only from Monticola or

also from Rupestris or from both. I presume mostly from Monticola , often also

mixed, if I depend on the descriptions, because according to the descriptions they

also gather the gr-pes from the shrub-like grapes, which do not climb. With cer-

tainty I can express myself about them only after I myself have seen the described

shrub-like ones. Phylloxera has up to now not been observed on Fl Paso nor on

other grape vines. Centn inly not on Black Spanish ,
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*How much reliability can be placed on the remarks of amateurs and fairly

intelligent people, was demonstrated again ^ith the alleged real new variety of

grape vine, where only one vine is supposed to be found above the Llano. At the time,

I sent you some cuttings. We named it Durst Grape after the discoverer, It was

stated that it was as sweet and. fine as the finest European table grapes, and tastes

without pulp, without foxy taste and smell. After trying for 3 years, this year for

the first time I obtained the ripe fruits. They were dark black, not larger than a

large pea, thus not nearly half as large as the Mustang grape ( Candicans ) and

tastes only somewhat sweeter, otherwise just like other fox grapes with foxy smell

and taste and pulp. The leaf is smooth shiny green and on the underside is not

covered with white hairs, but also smooth. So that was the essential point of the

matter. I hope that the cuttings grew at your place. They have at my place.

Opuntia Davisii has real pretty, yellow-gray flowers, as you correctly remarked.

I was in doubt if you could teil from my somewhat poorly dried specimens. Today I

am sending you by mail a box füll of fruits of Opuntia Davisii . Unfortunately not

all of them are fully ripe and yellow, because I could not collect them myself.

Perhaps you will find some seed in them anyway, which however appear to be very small.

If these should not be suitable for examination I will again have much riper, yellow

ones gathered together. It appears that the seeds are infinitely small, or are they

missing entirely?

Mr. Dapperich of Belleville, III. told me that he believes that from antique

dealers in St. Louis one can procure inexpensively the com-olete "Botany of Torey

and Gray" to Emorys Mex. Boundary Survey. I would like to have 5 or more if they

are available. I already have the Cactacea. Could you perhaps ascertain in St. Louis

if the respective volume of Emory's Mex. Boundary Survey is available, and let me

know at v/hat price. Then I will send the money at once. Supposedly many representa-

tives and Senators have received these volumes and given them to the children as toys

or picture-books, and possibly also sold them. Then probably used copies could be

obtained.
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The following sarieties of grapes I grow, other than the native wild ones:

1. El Paso

2. Black Spanish

3. Merrimac

k. Agawam (?)

5. Concord

6. Barry

7. Salem

8. H artford prolific

9. Chasselas

10. Goethe

11. Martha

12. Elvira

13. Scuppermong flowers

lk. Joe*s seedling

15 • Cunningham

16 . Nortons Virginia

with more or less success.

Respectfully, your faithful
f

J. 0. Meusebach

17. Mass oit (?)

18. Venango

19# Lindley

20. N orth Carolina

21. Hermann

22. Cottage

23. Perkins

2h Cape Good Hope

25. Gutadel (?)

26. Poe . , inrrton
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